
True, False, IDK

3.   Deleting an assignment automatically removes skills from Spiral Review.

What are the 2 ways to delete an assignment?

2.  Time since correct on Current Status turns red after 7 minutes.

What other columns on Current Status can help identify students who need help?

4.   When an assignment is given, it becomes the default assignment.

Must there be a default assignment?

5.   Points earned can only be seen on the day they are earned on Current Status.

Is there more information that would be helpful identify where points are earned?

7.   Penalties cannot be turned off.

When can students get a penalty?  What the maximum number they can earn?

9.   Students can never work on shaded skills without a $.

T F ?

T F ?

T F ?

T F ?

T F ?

T F ? 8.   The Need help? button is available for students to use any time.

Can students use Need help? when you are online?

T F ?

1.   On the Current Status screen, the goal is to see Spiral Review under "Working On".

How do you require students to work here and earn points?
T F ?

6.   Students can belong to more than one class.

How can I move a student?
T F ?

For what scenario would you want this feature changed?  

10.   On the first day of practicing a skill, students can turn it from red to green.T F ?
How do you know if students understood today's lesson?  
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3.   Deleting an assignment automatically removes skills from Spiral Review.

What are the 2 ways to delete an assignment?

1.  Time since correct on Current Status turns red after 7 minutes.

What other columns on Current Status can help identify students who need help?

4.   When an assignment is given, it becomes the default assignment.

Must there be a default assignment?

5.   Goal for the Day is the most important number on Points History.

Is there more information that would be helpful identify where points are earned?

7.   Students multiple choice questions can be limited to 3 options.

When can students get a penalty?  What the maximum number they can earn?

9.   Students can never work on shaded skills. These skills do not have $.

T F ?

T F ?

T F ?

T F ?

T F ?

T F ? 8.   The Need help? button is available for students to use any time.

Can students use Need help? when you are online?

T F ?

6.   The class roster can not be printed.

What is an alternate password?
T F ?

For what scenario would you want this feature changed?  

10.   On the first day of practicing a skill, students can turn it from red to green.T F ?
How do you know if students understood today's lesson?  

2.   On the Current Status screen, the goal is to see Spiral Review under "Working On".

How do you require students to work here and earn points?
T F ?
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